To the Hazel Class, I hope you have been keeping busy and enjoyed Monday’s tasks! Did you manage to do any research about VE day? It is such an interesting topic and one that I enjoy learning about myself.

This week I have given you a Geography quiz; can you remember all of the countries in the British Isles? I am certainly hoping so as we used to do this quiz every week!

Stay safe
Mrs Allison 😊

---

**English**

Watch the short film using the link below

https://www.literacyshed.com/adrift.html

Retell the story of the film as a narrative

**Maths**

Lola bought a balloon at the circus. She gave the clown six coins to pay for it.

What could Lola have paid for the balloon? Write down all the different combinations you can think of.

Which of your answers seems a reasonable amount to pay for a balloon?

**Topic – Geography**

See if you can remember all of the countries in the British Isles as well as their capital cities by taking this quiz


---

**Reading**

Please read at home at least 3 times each week.

**Spelling**

Please practise our Deadly Dozen words; would, could, should, there, their they’re.

**Times Tables**

Make sure you access your Times Table Rock Stars account.